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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies concerning the public's
opinion of higher education.

Most of these studies have con-

eluded that the public has great esteem for colleges and
universities, but that the level of information generated by
these schools is appallingly low.
A 1966 Scannell study noted that information levels found

have been especially discouraging for college and university
public relations officers who have prepared mountains of information in an effort to inform the public about their specific
institutions and to

�

lesser extent higher education in general.1

A modern public relations program involves a great deal

more than the polite answering of inquiries or criticism.

It

embraces a wide range of communications activities from preparation of speeches, reports and publications, to contact with
representatives of the mass media and liaison with the publics
of the institution.

In

the process of carrying out an effective

public relations campaign, it is fair to ask the question:

"Is

1
Donald F. Scannell, "Mass Media Use, Information, and
Opinions Concerning Higher Eaucation," Unpublished doctoral
dissertation abstract, University of Minnesota, June 1966, p. 1.

2

the program reaching the public and in turn having an effect on
that public?"
"Public understanding of schools,0 according to Gordon
McCloskey, "depends partly on information. .Facts alone do not
determine viewpoints or decisions, but without information,
rational opinion and action are impossible.112
Colleges and universities must seemingly prove their
utilitarian worth. They are accepted as institutions for instruction, but also as more than that in terms of community
service and in enlarging the domain of knowledge.
public relations task is a difficult one.

But their

They must pay close

attention to the publics with whom they interact directly, says
Stephen Withey, as well as those with whom they have only media
contact, and the orientations and perspectives of these are
often not identical.�J
If

one knows of a socially-serving function of a college or

university, one's attitudes tend to be favorable.

If

one has some

means of making use of the product of a college �r university,
either in one's own life or in the lives of one's children, man,y
of one's attitudes tend to be favorable, Withey adds.

It is this

interlocking aspect of social roles and social evaluation that is

2 Gordon McCloskey, Fducation � pµblic Understanding,
(New York: Harper & Row, 1967), p. 18 5.
3 Stephen B. Withey, "What Are the Attitudes of the
Public Toward Higher Education?" Survey Research Journal,
(November 1961), P• 23.

3

important to consider in planning the public relations for
higher education.

Most people claim that they get most of their

facts, as well as their attitudes, about colleges and universities in

faoe-to-face

conversation, as well as through personal

experience.4 Therefore, if the public relations effort �eaches
out and creates topics for discussion among the various publics,
it can often enhance its image among those publics.
Perhaps the most-difficult thing to remember for a public
relations practitioner is that most people have few, if al'\Y,
images of an institution of higher education.

"Often the public

is only 'aware' in a general sense of what is going on within the
boundaries of the institution. 115
During the summer of 1971, a Gallup Poll was taken which
showed that 56 per cent of the populace would vote against
raising taxes for education.

The overwhelming public response

during that poll was "they wanted more information about
education."6
The public's appetite for more informatio� relates to
only one aspect of communication.

"While it is essential to tell

the public about the schools, it is also incumbent on educators

4 Withey,

P•

21.

5 Leo Bogart, "Use of Opinion Research," in Otto
Lerbinger and Albert Sullivan, Information, Influence l!D9.
Communication (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1965), p. 385.
6 Dr. George Gallup,� Gallup Poll , (New York:
House, 1972), p. 2321.

Random

4

to listen to the public's responses to information, and, after
serious examination, to use the feedback to improve future
connnunication.

"Communication plays a key role in shaping both

attitudes and opinions that influence the public's behavior
toward education. 07
Harvard officials note that a college and a business,
despite their many differences, have a fundamental similarity
in public relations.
consent.

Neither can function without public

Both have "publics" that have to be satisfied

are to do their jobs.

if

they

A college must try to satisfy the public

that the job it is doing is worthwhile. a
Doing well and telling about it is not su£ficient for
higher education public relations, because the external publics
of the university are not in agreement with many of the directions of the university.

Education of the public through various

public relations functions is needed.

"You must keep the public

informed concerning purposes, accomplishments, and needs; improve
the public image of both educators and education; and establish
public confidence in education. "9

7 Keith W. Atkinson, "Communication: Closing the
Widening Gap, " The Clearing House (Sept. , 1971), p. 27.

196 J),

8
P•

"How Harvard Does It, " Saturday Review (Sept. 14,
76.

9 Robert M. Barr, "The Role of Higher Education as Seen
by Students, Faculty, Trustees and Alumni, and its Effect on
University Relations, " Unpublished M. S. thesis, Ohio State
University, 197 0.

5

So how does the public relations program of a higher
education institution meet the publics ' need t o know?

The

only answer is to find out first what affect s thos e publics
concerning the institution , and then in turn to concentrate
on the areas reflected as important .
First , what are the publics the institution s erves ?
Obviously , one is the students attending the institution .
Another is their parents.
college is located .

A third is the c ommunity in which the

.Another is the stat e populace within which

the institution is located.

And finally, there is the public

compos ed of potential students and their parents .
Do

each of these distinct publics reflect the same

attitudes toward higher education ?

Is each s imilarly affected

by the public relations efforts of colleges and universities ?
Do they look on higher education as a boon to society and the
economy or just another drain on their tax dollars ?
These are some of the questions which the public relations
officer in higher education must be able to answ�r before he can
proper]¥ prepare and implement his program .
"At this time , when adequate education is of unprecedented
importance to individuals and the nation , honest and effective
pub lic connnunication des igned to create the largest possible
amount of awarenes s and understanding is a key responsib ility
of education leaders . nlO

10

McCloskey ,

p.

26.

6

Statement .2.{ the froblem
The problem then for public relations specialists is broad.
There are many questions to be answered from all the publics.
This study, however, will concentrate on one small, yet
vital, public--the public composed of high school seniors.

If

this public is "aware" of what the South Dakota colleges and
universities have to offer, then the public relations programs
of those schools are having some effect.

If

the students are

preparing for a college career, then it is important to the
future of the state's higher education that they are aware of
the costs and the offerings of its schools.
I chose this public because it is one which is generally

ignored in surveys of this nature.
Daniel Gladstone, a high school senior from New Jersey,
supported this thinking in a personal opinion column in "Saturday
Review."

He said that high school seniors rarely or never have

a say in what occurs in their school or what will occur
college or university they are planning to attend.

in

the

Yet, in both

cases, they as students are exposed to the decisions made by
others and have to abide by them. itfuy, he asks, can't the high
school seniors let their opinions be laiown?11
Often, these students also tend to reflect the thinking
of their parents and can thus be regarded as an adequate gauge

11

Daniel Gladstone, "High School Seniors Should Have

A Voice, " S aturday Review (May 21, 1966), P• 62 .

7

by which to measure an even larger segment of public thought
concerning higher education.
Generally, we may consider the influence of background
factors on high school students as threefold--home experiences,
school experiences, and post high school experiences.12
Therefore, perhaps an even broader public attitude can be
presented through a survey of high school seniors, since they
may also be reflecting the thoughts of friends both older and
younger.
In past decades, many children of unskilled laborers were

found not to be interested in going on to college.

This attitude

probably reflected the thinking of the parent, who had found
his own experiences with any education as disheartening or unpro
fitable .1.3

"Most students, by the time they reach college age,

will have attitudes and responses that are deeply rooted in their
pasts, " McCloskey says. 14
"And, '' he adds, 11the more (students) perceive education as
a means of further achievement and satisfaction, :the more favor
able their attitudes toward it will be. ,,l5

If

the communications

specialist can generate interest through his efforts, then perhaps

12 Gardney Murphy and Rensis Likert, Public Opinion �
the Individual (New York: Russell and Russell, 1967), p. 68.

1.3

Murphy and Likert,

14

McCloskey,

PP•

34-35.

15

McCloskey,

PP•

4)- 44 .

P•

85.

8

he can cause the student to take a second look at whether or
not to attempt higher education. From the communications stand
point, McCloskey continues, it is important to note that the
opinion-forming process opens minds, generates interest, and
influences actions, particularly when the person's existing con
ditions are considered unsatisfactory.16

Often, a student's

favorable change in opinion toward a form of education takes
place while his attitudes remain unchanged toward education as a
whole.

He's willing to give the new segment a chance even though

past experiences have been bad.17
Obiectives 2£ the Study
Therefore, the main objectives of the study are to find
the attitudes and opinions of the high school seniors toward not
only the South Dakota.colleges and universities, but also toward
the public relations techniques employed by those schools.

And,

in like manner, to find whether a large segment of this public
is willing to give higher education a try and considers it
important in today's society.
Is it the belief of these students that South Dakota
colleges and universities are as good as those in other states?
Does cost affect their decision about going to college or going
in-state instead of out-of-state?

16 McCloskey,

P•

53 .

McCloskey,

P•

57 .

17

Does the parental occupation

9

determine whether or not the student will go on to college?

Do

the students believe higher education in today's society is a
necessity?

Is religion important in school choice?

These are

questions which arise in conjunction with whether or not the
student will attend college in South Dakota.
Related to this, of course, are the influences of public
relations programs on those students.
contact with the mass media?

If

Does the student come in

so, does he determine attitudes

and opinions by radio, television or newspaper stories about
colleges in South Dakota?
affect him?

Do efforts by college personnel

Are poster-brochure campaigns effective?

Do college

course catalogs play an important part in his decisions about
particular schools?

Do friendships have an effect?

ID:ninent sociologists tell us that perhaps more than any
other thing, friendships or respect for peers influence attitude
and opinion.

If

a close friend chooses to go on to college, then

there is a good chance you will do likewise. As students grow,
they are more strongly influenced

in

decision-making by class

mates, teachers, club members, etc., than by any other method.
"Attitudes are rarely individual affairs but largely are.borrowed
from groups to which we owe our strongest allegiance."18
Elihu Katz and Paul F. La.zarsfeld, eminent students of
relationships between communications and attitudes, have found
that the benefits of conformity tell us that individuals will

18 McCloskey,

PP•

41-42.

10

generalJ.¥' desire to adhere to the opinions, attitudes and habits
of those with whom they are motivated to interact.19
"Public relations is an applied social and behavioral
science in many ways," according to Edward J. Robinson.

"It

measures, evaluates and interprets the attitudes of various
relevant publics, and it develops, executes and evaluates a pro
gram. to earn both public understanding and acceptance."20
To find whether public relations efforts of the South
Dakota colleges and universities are meeting this important
function and to answer the above-mentioned specifics are the
objectives of this study.

I

believe an adequate and interesting

measurement of student attitude can be found through the
response.
Review .Qi .!Jl2 Literature
One often hears of studies of this nature being done
annually to determine the effects of a college's public
relations efforts.

Surprisingly, however, a survey involving

perhaps one of every college's most important publies--the high
school senior--has been an often talked about subject which has
received little serious consideration

in

terms of actual survey

research.

19 Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence
(New York: Free Press, 1955), p. 62.
20 Edward J. Robinson, Public Relations and Survey
Research (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts Meredith Corp.,
1969), P• 5.

11

The bulk of the related literature found dealt with
general statewide surveys of adults; general surveys of the
community within which the college operates--again of adults;
or surveys of college alumni and friends.
The key sources for past research were the American
College Public Relations Association ( ACPRA ) ; "Journalism
Quarterly"; "Public Relations Journal"; "Public Relations
Quarterly Journal"; Masters Abstracts; American Doctoral
Dissertations; The Reader's Guide !:.Q Periodical Literature;
Journalism Abstracts; and the SDSC and SDSU theses lists.
The ACPRA lists several colleges and universities which
have conducted what they considered similar surveys.

The

studies crune from Frostburg State (Maryland ) College; West
Virginia University; State University of New York at Binghamton;
the University of Nebraska; State University of Iowa; The
Wisconsin Higher Fd.ucation Study; the benchmark national project
handled by the University of Michigan; the University of
Michigan's in-state survey in four parts; and South Dakota State
University.
Of these surveys, only the State University of Iowa study
of 1949 was significant. That study, completed for a master's
thesis by Robert S. McGranahan, was designed to find out how high
school seniors actually felt about college. Although the survey
was not aimed at precise instances of public relations efforts,
it did, in a sense, represent a test of the effectiveness of var
ious publicity methods used by the Iowa colleges and universities.

12

The key question on that survey was 11What are the most
important things you consider in choosing the college or
university you plan to attend? " A list of items, divided into
five groups, was presented for the seniors to check.

Such

varied items as the college yearbook, the college bulletin and
pictorial booklets,

0my

superintendent, "

"my

coach, " opportuni-

ties for scholarships, etc. , were listed, with students asked
to select a "first most important, " "second most important, "
etc. , item in each of the groups. 21
One drawback to that study was the response rate, which
showed only a 35. 9 per cent questionnaire return rate. 22
The study did show that many seniors were thinking of
attending small colleges close to home 2.3
.•

similar to one given by parents

in

This response was

a 1971 Wisconsin survey,

which indicated that they too 'WOuld select small colleges close
to home for their children.24

The Iowa study pointed out that

many of the respondents started thinking about attending college
as early as the sixth grade. 2.5
Also in his study, McGranahan found that the students

21 Robert s. McGranahan, "Af'ter High School--What Next? "
ACPRA Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3 (April 1950), PP• 29-JJ.
22 McGranahan,

P•

29.

23

P•

JO.

McGranahan,

24 "Wisconsin Higher Education Study, " Market Opinion
Research, Wisconsin University (June 1971), P 7 .
·

•

25 McGranahan,

P•

J2.

lJ

relied heavily on the college course catalog, college booklets,
and college brochures for their information.

A

small number

(6.2 per cent) looked to news stories for college information.
McGranahan noted that nearly three-fourths of his respondents
were from schools with enrollments of fewer than 400.

"This is

a surprising find because it indicates the importance of reaching
6
this group through public relations efforts, " he said.2
The only other study somewhat similar to this was by
Donald F . Scannell, News Bureau Director and Associate Professor
of Journalism at South Dakota State University, whose 1966
doctoral dissertation on "Mass Media Use, Information, and
Opinions Concerning Higher Education, " pointed to the need for
further research on local, state, regional and national levels
so action programs for colleges could have facts rather than
mere hunches on which to base planning.27
Scannell noted that his findings suggested the need for
special efforts to communicate with special segments of the
public which tended to be interested in higher education, and
that further research was needed to study the relationship of
.
. .
28
information and a co11ege publ.ics' various opinions.

26

McGranahan, P• 32.

27

Scannell, p. 10.

28

Scannell, p. 10.
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CHAPTER I I
METHODO LOGY
In

his book series � Gallup Poll, George Gallup, dean

of national pollsters, makes this statement:
I believe that hµman behavior is predictable, and,
in fact, that we as researchers can make progress best
by making predictions and learning from our mistakes as
we make them
it would be folly to argue that behavior
can be predicted. with perfect accuracy. It can't and
never will be. But, already enough evidence has been
accumulated in a number of different fields to prove it
(behavior) can be predicted with a high degree of
accuracy. 29
• • •

With this statement in mind, the writer began his research
to determine attitudes of South Dakota high school seniors toward
the public relations efforts of higher education.
Due to limitations of both time and money, the writer
selected the mail questionnaire survey as the method to approach
this problem and obtain data from throughout the state.
The use of the mail questionnaire for social research has
often been challenged by authorities on the basis of low response
in contrast to the interview method, which often yields 100 per
...

cent return on a given sample.

Furthermore, criticism has been

voiced that persons who return mail questionnaires are not identical to those who do not, thus automatically biasing the return.

29

Gallup, p. viii.

15

"The greatest fea.r of researchers concerning low ma.il response is
ca.used by the fact tha.t experience shows the percentage of
replies varies by economic class," noted Mildred Parten, an
authority on polls and surveys.

"Lack of representativeness

thus occurs which biases the findings.n30
Support for this statement comes from numerous sources.
Daniel Katz and Hadley Cantril, authorities on communications and
sociological behavior, noted that high income people tend to
respond with greater frequency to questionnaires--a.bout

40

per

cent more on the average. 31
"Returns of less than 40 per cent are common, " noted Fred
N. Kerlinger, in his book Foundations .Qf. Behavioral Research, 32
and Fred T. Schreier, in his book Modern Marketing Research,
agreed: "The rate of return is usually very low; o.ften less than
40

per cent.n33
However, the writer believes that by utilizing a stratified

sampling technique, combined with an easy-to-read questionnaire,
. and by then appealing to the student sample, based. on the need
for their representation through response, that better than

30 Mildred Parten, Surveys, Polls � Samples (New York:
Harper and Row, 1950), P• 392.
31 Daniel Katz and Hadley Cantril, "Public Opinion
Polls, " Sociometry, 1:155-79 (1947).
32 Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations .2i Behavioral Research
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1964), P• 397.
33 Fred T. Schreier, Modern Marketing Research (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1963), P• 198.

16

average results would occur.

Also, it is the researcher's belief

that high school seniors of today are more responsive than in
the past and therefore would return the questionnaire without
excessive prodding.

And, because South Dakota is basically an

agriculturally-oriented state with a low population, those who
did respond could be considered by the researcher as most
representative of the entire sample based on earlier findings
by Parten indicating "the more homogeneous the universe, the
fewer the cases required to yield a reliable sample of it.n34
Construction .2.f. .!:h2 Qµestionnaire
The questionnaire was constructed on a four-page format
with slightly more than a page devoted to background data such as
age, sex, college choice, family information, etc.

The remainder

was a list of statements with which the students could rate their
own feelings on a five-point scale from "strongly agree" to
"strongly disagree."

The questions were first developed during

a mass communications class.

Suggestions for public relations

type questions were submitted by

Mr.

C.F. Cecil, SDSU University

Editor and officer in the South Dakota College Public Relations
Association.
Members of the class took copies of the initial questionnaire and made suggestions as to question clarification or bias.
Care was taken to insure that no questions were biased toward

34

Parten,

P•

294.
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South Dakota S tate University or that no mention of the fact that
the researcher was a student at So uth Dakota State University was
This was done so that none of the r espo ndents would f eel

made.

o bligated to mark SDSU if they were at a loss for any other
a nswer .
Qu.estionnaire rre-test
Pre-test of the questionnaire was made Mar ch 19, 1973,
at Gary High School , a small school 50 miles northeast of
Brooking s.

Five girls and five boys from th e senior class

completed the questionnaire.

Then each went o ver his or her

r esponses with the writer indicating suggestions for adding ,
deleting or clarifying questions.

Of the group tested , six

planned to attend college, one to attend vo cational school , and
three to start working· following high school graduation.

Final

changes a nd clarifications based on the pre-test were approved
by the researcher's adviser before the final questionnaire was
prepared .
A co py of the questionnaire and accompanying letter to
students selected for the survey sample appears in Appendix B.
Selection of the S ample
For the sample, the proportional stratifi ed sampling
technique wa s employed .

Stratified sampling consists of first

classifying the universe into two or more strata or classes and
then drawing a sample from each .

The final selection of the

sample from within each stratum i s done randomly.
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The advantage of this type of sampling, according to
Parten, is that it allows the drawing of a relatively small
sample which represents the stratum in exactly the same pro
portion as they occur

in

the universe.3.5

Stratified sampling

is frequently recommended as the most efficient procedure for
insuring representativeness, Parten adds, because it insures
(

proper representation of the attributes and variables which the
investigator considers most important for the subject of the
survey.36

Also, an estimate of the characteristics of the total

can be secured in a much shorter time, since the sample is
small.

''This time-saving advantage is especially important in

our modern, dynamic society," according to Parten, "since conditions change so rapidly that unless .short-cut methods are
devised for measuring social situations, the data is out of date
before the survey is completed.1137
Parten also points out that a large number of returns is
a foolish waste of money since small samples allow the investi
gator time to insure the accuracy of each return.38

Robinson

contends that the size of the sample needed bears little
relationship to the size of the population.

"As the sample size

increases from 10 to 50 to 100, the information obtained

35

Parten, pp. 226-27.

36

Parten,

P•

228.

37

Parten,

P•

109.

38

Parten,

p.

110.
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i ncreases sharply .

As

it goes f urther, however , the amount of

any new i nformatio n levels off shar ply . n39
For the sample, the writer chose o ne per cent of the
4
ap proximately lJ,000 high school seniors i n So uth Da.ko ta . 0

A

grea t misconception, according to Parten, i s that the sample
surveyed sho uld be at least 10 per cent of the total population.
An

o ptimum sample in a survey is one which f ulfills the require-

ments of efficiency, relia bility, representativeness a nd
4
f lexibility . 1
Gallup supports this one per cent sample range and never
exceeds it in his surveys and polls.
given poll is 1,500 .
4
populatio n. 2

His normal sample for any

His normal universe i s the voting

He further states that most survey orga nizations

try to operate within an error range of plus-or-minus four per
4
cent. '3
In order to draw this stratified o ne per cent sample, the
So uth Dakota high schools were first broken down by size of
. community they wer e serving, i. e. , 1) servi ng co mmunity of 600
or less; 2) serving between 600 and 4 ,000; and 3) serving above

39

Ro binson, P• 69.

40 "A Master Plan for Public Higher :Educatio n in S . D. ,"
Pierre, S . D . , 1970, P• 2.
41

Parten, P• 293.

42 Gallup, pµblic Opinion Poll s (Princeton Universi ty
Press, 1 948), P• 71 .
43

Gallup, Public Opinion Polls, P• 69.
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4 , ooo. 44

From this , the writer determined there were 94 schools

in the first category , representing approximately one-fourth the
state ' s population; 90 s chools in the second category , again
s e rving approximately one-fourth the population; and 30 schools
in the third category , s erving the remaining half" of the popula
tion .

Of that number, 155 are located east of the Mis souri River

and 69 are west of the Mis souri River.
Approximately two- thirds of the state ' s population also
live east of the river. 45
Based on the stratified s ampling techniqu e , 18 s chools
representing all areas west of the river and J6 s chools repres enting all areas east of the river were s elected for the sample .
To aid in the survey , counselors at these 54 schools were then
contacted for help .

A copy of the letter sent to the counselors

is located in Appendix A.

Personal phone calls were also made

to many of these counselors .

From the list s of students compiled

through the counselors' cooperation , the random s ample was then
selected.
Each school on the list was assigned a value based on
which of the three categories it represented.

Then for each

list , names were chosen according to numbers of students represented on that list .

In some cases , particularly for the larger

44 South Dakota Department of Highways letter dated May
3 , 1973 , to the author.

45

S . D. Dept . of Highways letter.
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s chools , the couns elors did not send lists , but agreed to draw
the s ample from their lists utilizing the write r's s ampling
techniques .

This was done .

names were involved .

In all, appro ximately 4 , 200 student

List sizes ranged from 800 to 12.

For the

smaller s chools , one student was selected from each list .
each cas e it was the ninth name on the list .

In

For the middle

sized s chools , one , two or three names were selected from each
list , de pending on whether the school was just above the sma ll
s chool cat egory or well into the medium-s i ze categor y.

Again the

ninth name was selected first, followed by the 4lst name , follow
ed by the 50th name .

This provided a sample of 65 students .

The remaining s ample of 65 was from 16 s chools , the
smaller of which had t hree names chosen , and the larger fo ur,
f ive or six.

Pierre , being centrally located , was also given a

s ix-name s ample .

In each case , the number of students on the

list was divided by the number of sample names needed from that
s chool, and the sample drawn accordingly.

For example , the list

with 800 names was divided by six, i . e . , e very lJJrd name was
s elect ed .
The letter to each student in the s ample (s ee Appendix A)
a nd

a

copy of the questionnaire was then mailed on Oct . 1, 197 3.

A self-addres s ed, stamped envelope bearing a post office box
number in Hartford, S . D. , was included, again to help omit bias
by not identifying a particular city with a So uth Dakota college
or univers ity .

Seventy-one st udents in the s ample res ponded on

this first mailing .
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On Nov. 1, 197 3, a follow-up post card was mailed to
each student on the sample to remind him or her of the need for
completing the questionnaire. From this mailing, the writer
received 16 more responses, two of which were blank.

A final

follow-up card was mailed Nov. 14, 197 3, but no further
responses were obtained.

Thus, the final response was 8 7

returns, 85 of which were valid.
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CHAPTER I I I

F IND INGS OF THE STUDY
The purposes of this study were (1) to determine the
attitudes and opinions of South Dakota high school seniors
toward South Dakota coll�ges and universities; (2) to detect
their reactions to public relations techniques utilized by those
colleges and universities; and ( 3) to find what segment of this
group was willing to give higher education a try and considered
it important in today's society.
To study these three areas, several key portions of the
questionnaire were analyzed.

These questions dealt with

whether or not the students were going on to some form of
advanced education; whether they considered college training
necessary in today's society; feelings of the students toward
colleges and universities in South Dakota; and questions regard
ing what are termed "public relations" techniques.
Complete responses to the questionnaire, although not
included in this chapter, are shown in the copy of the question
naire in Appendix B.
Organization ,2!: the Data f.2.!: Analysis
The key data obtained from the survey was deemed by the
writer as best portrayed in table form, indicating response by
both number and per cent of the total in each key question.
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The statistical results from each table could then lend
themselves to discussion by the writer, since data could be
more easily analyzed.
Additional data considered important to the analysis of
those key questions in table form is reported first in order to
familiarize the reader with the statistical makeup of the sample
group.
Findings
As noted in Chapter II, 85 valid responses were obtained,
representing a 65. 4 per cent response rate.

Of these, 82

indicated sex, while three listed neither male nor female.
Concerning their plans following high school graduation,

55 respondents (64. ? per cent) answered they were planning to
attend a college or university in South Dakota.

Eight students,

or 9. 4 per cent, indicated they planned to attend a vocational
school in the state.
Nine students (10. 6 per cent) indicated plans to attend
a

college, university or vocational school out of state, while

three more, an additional 3.5 per cent, indicated they were con•
sidering this same action.
Only eight students (9. 4 per cent) indicated they were
not planning to continue their education beyond high school.
Of those responding to the questionnaire, 47 indicated
that one or both of their parents had attended a college or
university.

This was a 55.3 per cent ratio of all respondents.
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Thirty-three of the _respondents indicated they had a bro ther or
sister in a college or university , and of thi s number 22 had
bro thers or sisters in South Dakota colleges and universities.
Seventy-three respondents had been on a college campus,
primarily to visit friends or relatives o � to attend college
events both high school- and non-high school r elated .
Concerning occupation of the chief wage earner in the
home, 23 students no ted that the wage earner was a farmer or
rancher .

Eleven students indicated the chief wage earner wa s a

business manager , six that he was a salesman , and five tha t he
was an engineer.

The remainder indicated o c cupations in 21

differ ent area s.
As mentioned in Chapter II , many of the questions wer e
rated from " strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" to portray the
respondents' attitudes toward certain statements.

A rating scale

of 1-5 was attached by this -writer to those r esponses based on
the following fo rmula:
l=Strongly Disagree; 2=Disagree; 3=No Opinion; 4=Agree;
5=Strongly Agree; and 9=No- Response.
This formula is followed by the writer within the table
boundaries to show response to partic ular statements within the
questionnaire.
Table 1 presents attitudes of the r espondents toward
college education in today's society.

The majo ri ty of the stu

dents indica ted they f elt it was impor tant, although a significant number (more than 35 per cent ) believed i t was not.
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TABLE 1
COLLEGE EDUCATION IS NECESSARY IN TODAY ' S SOCIETY

Responses

1

2

All Students and Per Cent

3

(3.5 %)

27 ·(Jl . 8% )

3

8

(9 . 4% )

4

35

(41. 2% )

5

10

(11. 8% )

9

2

( 2.4%)

85

( 100% )

Totals

Response to the statement about whet her South Dakota
colleges and universities are as good as or better t han their
out- of- state counterparts is portrayed in Table 2.

The writer

deemed it neces sary to s how group response of students planning
to attend school in- state , . out- of- state, vocational school , or
simply planning not to attend any education institution .
Through this question , the writer sought to establis h whether stu
dents believed in- state institutions were s imilar in quality to
those in other states or whether t his was an impo rtant rea son for
going out- of- state or for not attending a college or university .
Response showed that these groups (out- of- stat e , vocational,
and students not planning to continue on ) did not feel adversely
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toward the in-state schools, and that,

in

fact, most students

held South Dakota schools in high esteem.
TABLE 2
SOUTH DAKOTA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE AS GOOD AS
OR BETTER THAN THOSE IN OTHER STATES

Response

Plan
to attend
S. D. college

Plan
to attend
voe. school

Plan
to attend
out-state

Plan
not
to attend

All

1

l

0

0

0

l
(l.2%)

2

J

0

1

0

4
(4.?%)

3

12

4

1

0

20
(2J.5%)

4

23

2

3

7

36
(42.4%)

5

16

2

2

l

21
(24.7%)
4
(J.5%)

9
Totals

55

8

10

8

85

Table 3 indicates the influence of associates of the
respondents in the matter of providing information about colleges
and universities.

Response here clearly indicates that high

school counselors are playing an important role in providing
college information to the students, followed closely by friends.
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The low response concerning college personnel is perhaps surprising, since many of the South Dakota colleges and universities
have been seeking to increase contact with high school students
in an effort to provide them with facts about college education.
Efforts along this line have been made through the ever-expanding
College Days program, which the colleges and universities in
South Dakota staff jointly at numerous locations throughout the
state.
TABLE 3
FROM WHOM

DO

YOU OBTAIN MOST INFORMATION ABOUT COLLEGE?

Number of students responding
and per cent of total

Selections

High School Counselor

·

28 (J2. 9%)

Parents

5 (5. 9%)

Friends

21 (24.7%)

Teachers

5 (5.%)

Brothers

&

Sisters

8 (9.4%)

College Personnel

4 (LJ.. 7%)

Several of the Above

2 (2. 4�)

All of the Above
No Response
Totals

11 (12. 9%)
1 (1. 2%)
85 (100%)
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Tables 4-12 concern the nine public relations questions
in the questionnaire.

They make up the nucleus of the survey,

since they will indicate to South Dakota college and university
public relations practitioners the student response toward their
efforts.

A favorable response rate on these questions could

reflect back on the decision to stay in a South Dakota college
or university instead of going out-of-state, on to vocational
school, or simply not going on to higher education.
Table 4 presents the data on whether radio or television
stories about a college influence the students in selecting that
college.

Indication is that this medium does not rank highly

with this generation.
TABLE 4*
DO RADIO AND TELEVISION STORIES .AFFECT YOU IN SELECTING
A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND?

Response

Males

7
28

Yes
No

Females

25

28 ( 32.9%)
54 (6J.5%)

46

J (J.5%)
85 (100%)

21

No Response
Totals

35

All

The influence of college brochures on students concerning
*The remaining tables show the distribution for male and
female respondents. In none of the tables, however, are the dif
ferences between the two groups statistically significant.

JO

s elect ion of a college is depicted in Table 5.

Mo st of South

Dakota ' s colleges have gone heavily into this technique , primari1y through the high school relations office s .

Most brochures

contain facts about the school , about particular programs , etc . ,
supplemented with color as well as color and bla ck and white
photos of the school and its students .

The author viewed copies

of the various brochures employed by South Dakota colleges · and
universities in the South Dakota State University High School
Relations Office .
TABLE 5
DO BROCHURES ABOUT SCHOOLS HAVE A STRONG INFLUENCE ON HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS IN SELECTION OF A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY ?

Males

Females

1

0

1

1 (1. 2�)

2

5

10

3

12

4

17

8
23

15 (17. 6% )
20 (2 3 . 5% )
41 (48 . 2% )

5

2

4

36

46

Response

9

Totals

All

6 (? . 1%)
2 (2.4%)
85 ( 10076)

Table 6 , which shows the influence of new stories about
the s chool and its programs on school s ele ction, touches on that
aspect of public r elations dealing with readership of daily and
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weekly newspapers .

All of the s tudents i ndicated they r ead at

least one daily news paper and often s upplement that with a
Thus , the favorable res pons e toward this medium indi-

weekly .

cates it is an important part of the overall public relations
program.
TABLE 6
NEWS STORIES ABOUT A SCHOOL , ITS PROGRAMS AND
ITS STUDENTS INFLUENCE ME AS TO WHETHER
OR NOT I WOULD SELECT THAT SCHOOL

Res po ns e

Males

Females

All

1

0

0

0

2

9

7

16 ( 18 . 8�)

.3

8

J

11 ( 12 . 9% )

4

1.5

28

.5

4

7

( 51 . 8% )

11 ( 12 . 9% )
J ( J • .5%)

9
Totals

44

J6

46

85 ( 100% )

Table 7, like Table 6 , is also news paper- oriented. .

This ,

however , tries to determine if reading about a student who is a n
acquai ntance has a po s itive effect o n the h igh schoo l st udent
during the college s election proc ess .

The r es pons e rate her e

i ndicates that it i s not nearly as important to the high s chool
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student.

He appears to be turning more heavily to stories about

the s chool itself rather than to stories about those he knows.
TABLE 7
NEWS STORIF8 ABOUT A STUDENT I KNOW INFLUENCES
MY OPINION ABOUT HIS SCHOOL

Response

Males

Females

1

0

2

2 (2 . 4% )

2

12

11

2 J (27 . 1% )

J

11

11

23 ( 27 . 1% )

4

8

19

27 ( Jl.8 % )

5

5

J

8 ( 9 .4% )

All

2 (2 . 416 )

9
Totals

J6

46

85 (100% )

Table 8 presents the data on films or televis ion programs
as an influential factor in selecting a school.

The response

indicates indecisiveness concerning this variable, since those
saying they are influenced are nearly equalled by those saying
they are not.

A large percentage holds no opinion on this

subject.
In terms of posters as an influential means of attracting
high school students to college, the colleges must large ly rely
on aid from high school counselors to whom they direct tho se

.

JJ

TABLE 8
Fill1S OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS ABOUT A SCHOOL INFLUENCE
ME IN CHOOSING THAT SCHOOL

Res pons e

Males

Females

l

0

2

2 (2 . 416 )

2

12

11

2 J (27 . 1%)

3

11

11

2 J (27 . 1%)

4

8

19

27 ( Jl . 8% )

5

5

3

8 ( 9 . J.i.% )

9

All

2 ( 2 . Lf.<% )

To tals
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pos ters .

46

85 ( 100% )

Generally, according to the SDSU High School Relations

Offic e , these posters are plac ed in counselors ' offices or placed
in the school hallways by the co unselors themselves .

Perhaps

this indirect approach to the students is the reason for the
relatively high perc entage ( J4 . l per cent ) of students who s aid
they either disagreed or strongly disagreed tha t pos ters abo ut
a college or university influenc ed students in choos ing that
In

s choo l .
o pinion.

addition , a good percentage (24 . 7 per cent ) had no

Complete res ponse ratio is lis ted in Table 9 .

Table 1 0 reflects the attitudes o f students toward college
c o urse catalogs as an important influencing fac tor in college
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TABLE 9
POSTERS ABOUT A SCHOOL INFLUENCE STUDENTS
IN CHOOSING THAT SCHOOL

Response

Males

Females

1

1

2

3 ( 3 . 5� )

2

12

12

26 ( J0 . 6% )

3

11

10

2 1 (24.7� )

4

8

20

2 9 ( )4 . 1% )

5

4

2

6 (7 . 1% )

J6

46

8 5 ( 100% )

Totals

choice.

All

The overwhelmi ng response in favor of' course catalogs

shows this a s a major factor in the final selection process.

On

the r esponse of "No Opinion, " the eight who answered this were
tho se eight who had indicated they wer e no t planning to cont inue
their education .
Tables 11 and 12 ar e tied closely to the high school
relations efforts of the overall public relations program .

Table

11 presents the response on visits from college p ersonnel as an
influencing factor .

It is clearly shown that visits of' this

nature are important to the student .

More than 76 per cent

responded that these visits helped in selection of' a college.
Table 12 contains data on the influence of' high school
events held on a college campus in terms of' in£luencing co llege

J5

TABLE

10

COURSE CATALOGS .ARE IMPORTANT TO STUDENTS
IN MAKING A SE�TION OF S CHOOLS

Re spons e

Males

Femal e s

1

0

l

1 ( 1 . 2% )

2

0

1

1 ( 1 . 2% )

J

4

4

8 ( 9 . �)

4

18

22

41 ( 47 .2%)

5

14

18

J4 (40 . 0% )

J6

46

85 ( l O OJb )

Totals

s election .

A slight ma jority

(50 . 6

All

per c ent ) indicated th e s e

events did play a role in their s election .

Oft en,

event s of

this natur e are handled jointly by the High S chool Relations
Office and th e college ' s News Bur eau .

The latter usually handles

the informative proces s , while th e former takes care of the
students once th ey are on campus .
In addition to this data , th e writer al s o s ought opinion
of th e students through a "comment " s ection in the questionnair e .
Eighte en students cho s e to utiliz e this s ection , r esponding as
to why th ey chos e a certain college ; why vocational scho ols ar e
b etter than colleges ; r eas ons for going out- of- s tat e ; types of
public r elations techniques which influenc e them ; and thoughts on
wh ether college was important to them individually.

The comments

J6

TABL E 11
VI S I TS FROM CO LLEGE PERSO NNEL OR S TUD ENTS TO MY SC HO OL
AFF ID: T MY OR MY C LAS SMATES' S ELEC TION OF THAT SCHOO L

Males

Females

Al l

1

0

0

2

J

0
4

J
4

6
18

4
25

5

9

lJ

Response

9
Tot als

7 ( 8 . 276)
10 ( 11 . 8% )
44 (51. 8 %)
22 (25 . 996 )
2 (2 . 4% )
85 (100% )

J6

TABLE 12
HI GH SCHOO L EVENTS H ELD O N A COL L EGE CAMPU S
I NFL U ENC E MY COLL EGE C HO ICE

Males

F emales

1

2

2

13
6

2
10

4 (4 . 7 % )
2 J (27 . 1%)

6

13 ( 15 . J% )

16

2 5 (2 9 . 4% )
18 (21 . 2% )
2 (2 . 4% )

R espon se

J

4
5
9
Totals

9
6
J6

12

All

8 5 ( 100% )
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are included. in Appendix C where they are grouped by discussion
topic.

The writer believes these opinions are of value to public

relations practitioners and reveal interesting thoughts on
college choice. A review of these comments further substantiates
the tabled data concerning the strongest and /or weakest types of
public relations techniques.

J8

CHAPTER

IV

CONCLUSIONS
The object of this study was to determine a ttitudes of
the key public of South Dakota colleges and universities--the
high school seniors. Because of the high response rate (nearly
double the percentage of the earlier McGranahan study

in

which

valid conclusions were drawn ) 46 the author believes valid con
clusions about this public's attitudes can also be drawn.
The author believes that the sample drawn from this
public can be regarded as most representative of t he entire
public , since the group as a universe is highly homogeneous in
nature.
Implications
A key implication of the findings is that a high propor. tion of the high school seniors are looking towa rd some form of
education after high school graduation.

More than 90 per cent

are planning on either a college or vocational education. And,
in addition, 53 per cent of the respondents believe a college
education is necessary in today's society.
In

terms of how South Dakota colleges and universities

are regarded by these students, 67 . 1 per cent indicated they
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McGranahan,

P•

JO .
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believed the in- state schools were as good as or better than
thos e in other states , and only 5. 9 per c ent felt they were not .
In terms of what public relations techniques most
influenced the students in selecting South Dakota colleges
and universities , several conclusions can be drawn .
First , the college course catalog is still the most
important public relations implement in helping the student
More than 87 per cent of those responding said this

decide .

was an important factor in their decis ions .

This supports

the McGranahan findings , which showed that nearly 50 per c ent
of his respondents considered the course catalog the mos t
important influencing factor (the highest s ingle influencing
factor in his study ) . 47
A s econd interesting finding is that related to vis its by

college personnel .

Nearly 78 per cent of the respondent s indi

cated that such visits were important to them in deciding about
a college education.

Yet , it is apparent that the South Dakota

colleges and univers ities have not b een utilizing �his important
The author draws this conclusion bas ed on Table 3 in

technique.
Chapter III .

That table reflects the response as to where the

students gain most information about college .

Only four

students (4. 7 per cent ) listed college personnel .

The high

affirmative response rate toward visits , however , indicates that
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McGranahan,

P•
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the students are. eager to list en to colle,ge personnel and make
college selections based on these pres entations .
The third highest affirmative respons e toward a public
relations technique was in the area of news stories about
college and its program.

a

Nearly 6 5 per cent of the respondent s

said these types of news stories a.ff ected their s election of a
college .

This indicates a drastic change from the students

in

the McGranahan study , since only 6 . 2 per cent said they were
affected by news stories . 48
News stories about students the respondents knew,
however , did not obtain such a favorable respons e , s ince only
41 . 2 per cent indicated these stories affected their choic e of
college .

However , this figure is also significant , since the

earlier study concerne.d all types of newspaper stories .
College brochures appear to be an important sourc e of
information for the students , and 55 . 3 per c ent s aid they are
influenced by these publications .
c ent in McGranahan ' s survey .

This compares with 42 . 9 per

In that 1950 study , - this figure

was considered by the author as "a large number , 11 49 which indicates to this res earcher that the pres ent figure i s also
significant in the overall public relations effort .

48 McGranahan , P• JO .
(The Mc Granahan study was con
ducted in 1950 before most colleges and universities had
increased thei ; public relations efforts to present-day levels ,
perhaps a significant factor in this drastic percentage change ) .

49 McGranahan ,

P•

30 .
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Public relations practitioners have noted in numerous
writings that it is important that student s b e brought on campus
for high s chool event s , sinc e once they hav e s een the schoo·l and
its program , they will b e influenced in their final college
choice .

However , the students seemed somewhat undecided on

this t echnique .

A slight ma jority (50.6 per c ent ) did indicate

thes e events were influential , but a large per c entage ( Jl . 8 )
s aid they were not , while 15.3 per cent were undecided .

This may

b e an ar ea that needs a closer look by public r elations practi
tioners either in making such visits mor e attractive or in
pos s ible reduction of such event s .

A question of this nature

was not asked in the McGranahan survey .
Although 41 . 2 per cent of the r'2>spondents indicated that
posters about a school. were influential , J4. l p er cent said they
were not , and 24 . 7 per c ent had no opinion .

As noted in Chapter

III , perhaps this technique would be mor e influential if the
posters went directly to students rather than the schoo l or its
counselors .

The students have indicated that personalized tech

niques , such as visits or brochures are important to them , and
the author believes this is why the posters dr ew the lower
approval rate .
This question , too , was omitted from the McGranahan study .
1rhe advancement of the electron ic media (radio and
telev ision ) and the improvem ent in filming t e chniques prompted
the author to ask questions on the effect of thes e areas .
students still seemed indeci sive about them .

The
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Some public relations practitioners feel thes e media are
just starting to make their mark and in the n ext 10 to 20 year s
will surpas s the print media as the more influential factors
on dec ision-making .

"Radio and televis ion provide n ew powerful

means of conveying facts , ideas and impr es s ions , " notes
McClo s key .

"'I'hey can influenc e both opinions and attitudes ,

b ecau s e as they are more finely developed , people will turn to
them more for the facts they need . " .50
" The printed word has dominated public relations effort s , "
Robinson adds , "but as technological developments o c cur in the
spoken word fields , and a reduction in cost and increas e in
adaptability follows , the dominance of the printed word may
become a thing of the past . n .51
Concerning f ilms or televis ion programs , 41 . 2 per c ent
said they were influenced by them , perhaps already a signifi cant
figure .

News stories on radio and television got a lower

endors ement at 3 2 . 9 per c ent , a figure which SDSU' s radio
television specialist said was " surprisingly high . ''
Bas ed on th es e various findings , the author conc ludes
that the overall pub lic relations program of South Dakot a
colleges and univers ities is s omewhat influential and perhaps
an important part in the decis ion of many South Dakota student s
to stay in- state rather than going out- of- state .

50

McClosk ey , P• 48 3 .

51

Robins on , P • 155 ·
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52
indi cat ed
Out-migration studies by Hogan
and Sehmidt
that their survey respondents left South Dakota for out- of- stat e
s chools becaus e educational opportunities were greater , and
b e caus e their career preferenc es could b e b etter met by an
out- of- stat e institution .

The current group of high s chool

s eniors indicates in this survey that they are staying in- stat e
f o r t h e same r eas ons .

This indicat e s to the author that the

public relations practitioners have succes sfully gotten th eir
s chools ' mes sages acro s s to this key pub li c .

Suggestions

1.

A

f.2r.

Further Study

s imilar study should b e complet ed every five years

to det ermine if there is a change in the attitudes of high s chool
s eniors , parti cularly toward the publi c r e lations t echniqu e s .
2.

A

s imilar study should be c onducted us ing South Dakota

c o lleg e students as th e universe so as to determine the reas ons
they have for staying in- state and finding what factors
influenced them in their decis ions .
3.

A

s imilar study should b e conducted us ing parents of

pro spect iv e college students as the univer s e to find whether
their attitudes and opinions coin cide with their childrens '

•

filward Patrick Hogan , " The Reas o ns for Out- Migr ation
.52
of S outh Dakota Youth" (unpublished Do ctoral dis s ertat ion , St .
Louis Univers ity ,

1 96 9 ) ,

PP•

91- 100 •

.5 3
Gregory Lee S chmidt , " Th e Rea s ons for Out-Mi gration of
S elect ed Student- Athlete s From South Dakot a " (unpublish ed Mast er ' s
thes is , South Dakota State Univers ity , 1 973 ) , PP • 32- 33 .

4.

A survey of South Dakota high s chool couns elors should

be made to determine whether they are influenced by the South
Dakota college and university public relations techniques prior
to advis ing their students as to college choice .
a

This could be

most important survey , since couns elors received the highest

percentage of student response to this survey ' s question on
who provided most information about colleges and univers ities .
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APPENDIX A

LErTER TO COUNSELORS

Dear Counselor :
I am sending this letter as a plea for help . I am a
graduate student at South Dakota State University , and in order
to complete my . thesis questionnaire survey , I need to draw a
sample of high school students from throughout the state .

Since rrry questionnaire is public relations- oriented , I
have decided to survey high school seniors on their attitudes
and opinions of South Dakota colleges and universities .
What I need from you is a list of juniors ( next year ' s
seniors ) and their home addresses . From this list , I will draw
a representative sample to send the questionnaire .
If you have any questions prior · to sending me this list
of names and addresses , feel free to contact me at the SDSU
News Bureau . I have enclosed a stamped , self- address ed
envelope for your convenience . I hope you will be able to
provide me with this list before summe r vac ation , since I hope
to begin drawing the sample this summe r .

Sincerely ,

Dan

Jorgensen
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APPENDIX B
LEI'TER. TO STUDENTS AND QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Student :
I am a graduate student at a South Dakota college , and
the questionnaire I have enclosed is part of my research thesis
for my Master ' s degree . For my thesis , I am conducting an
attitude survey of high school seniors in South Dakota concern
ing South Dakota colleges and universities . You are one of a
one per cent sample taken from the lJ , 000 s eniors in the state ,
so your participation in this survey is of utmost importance .

Because I do not wish to influence arry s election of
questions that you may make in this questionnaire , I will not
list the college I am attending .
I would like to stress that even if you do not plan to
attend college , it is still important that you f ill out this
questionnaire , s ince you will have a voice in the future of our
colleges and universities as a South Dakota citiz en . Attitudes
of all high s chool students is what I hope to portray through
your sample group .
I hope you will take 15 or 20 minutes , fill out this
questionnaire and return it as soon as pos s ible in the s elf
addres sed , stamped envelope . Your individual answers will be
kept in strictest confidence , and please do not put your name
on the questionnaire . Results of the survey Will be made
available to the public sometime next spring .
Thank you for your participation.
Sincerely ,

Dan Jorgens en
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High School..__

__
__
__
__
__
__
__

Male 36

Age

_
_
_
_
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Female

I plan to attend a college or university in South Dakota

__ii_Y es

�No ___2._Maybe

I plan to attend a vocational school in South Dakota

__§_Yes
I plan to attend school in another state

If yes , which state ?

7

_No

_!l_Yes

___

Maybe

_

No _l_Maybe

different stat es

__§_I do not plan to attend a college , uniyersity or vocational

school .

If

checked , what are your plans ?

Either work , get married or ent er the military
If I were to choose a college in South Dakota today , I would pick :
_§._Augustana ..!l_Black Hills State -1,_Dakota State __Q_Dakota Wesleyan ....Q._Huron College ...l._Mount Marty _g_Northern State
_Q_Presentation College _1_School of Mines _!_Sioux Falls
College 40 South Dakota State University 11 University of
South Dakota _i_USD- Springfield ...].Y
._ ankton College -5._None
My" main interest or area of study in college would be 24 areas

Do you have or have you been offered a s cholar ship to a college
or univers ity ?
If

I were offered a scholarship to college , I would accept it .

__!ti_Yes

2_No -2§._Perhaps

___

Did either of your parents attend college ?
If yes , wher e ?

: n.=.:t;;._;:l�o;,..:c....a...t..i_o_.n..,s...._
: e::.:
':. :;.;:f�e:;:;.:r:..:
::.:
::if
5..:d
1.

..

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

Do you have brothers or sisters now attending college ? Jl._Yes
If yes , where ?

if
4 d
2..;.
.; c-h_o�o-l_s..__
�t;...s�
· �r�e�r�e�n
....; =
�
�

__
__
__
__

Have you ever been on a coll ege campus ?

__

No

_
__
_
__
__
_
__
__
__
__
__

....IJ_Yes ._2_No
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If yes , which one ( s ) ?

58 different s chools
Primarily for high s chool events , or
to visit friends or relatives

Why were you there ?
What is your religion?

9 religions

What is the occupation of the chief wage earner in your home ?
Too numerous to list
What daily and weekly newspapers do you read ?
Too numerous to list What radio and television stations do you listen to and watch?
Too numerous to list
radio and television news stories about colleges affect you in
selecting a college you would like to attend ?

Do

2§...Yes _2LNo
From whom do you obtain most information about coll ege ? .
28 High School Counselor ....P..2... arents
_§_Brothers- Sisters
Above

11

All

21 Friends

_5_.Teachers

.Jl_College Personnel �Several of the

of the Above _l_None of the Above

The f olloi:dng key should be used for answering r�aining
· questions
SA=Strongly Agree A=Agree · NO=No Opinion
SD=Strongly Disagree

D=Disagree

A college education is necessary in today ' s society .
lOSA .12.A .§_NO nn 1_SD
Brochures about schools have a strong influence on high s chool
students in selection of a college or univers ity .
6 SA

-

41A

-

20NO 15.D .LSD

-

News stories about a school, its programs and its students
influence me as to whether or not I would s elect that scho ol .
llSA

-

44A

-

llNO

-

16D

-

0 SD

-
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News stories about a student I know influenc e my opinion about
his s chool .
J_SA

£J_A �NO

26D j_SD

South Dakota colleges and universities are as good as or better
than thos e in other states .
21SA

J.§,A

20NO

!±,_D LSD

Cost of education in South Dakota influences rrry or rrry friends '
decisions about attending s chool here .
28SA J!±A ]gNO

.2...D

.Q_SD

My estimate of what one year in school costs would b e :
.§_$500- $1 , 000

22$ 1 , 000- $1 , 500

JZ$l ,500- $2 , 000

16$2 , 000- $2 , 500

LMore than $2 , 500
It is less expensive to attend s chool in South Dakota than in
other states .
USA

!t,2A

1ZNO

!LD

LSD

Films or t elevis ion programs about a s chool influence me in
choosing that s chool
•

.§_SA

£2.A �NO

�D

_LSD

When did you first begin thinking about attending college or
vocational s chool?
�Grade s chool ( if so , grade_ ) ];29th grade J.510th 1.2llth .Z...12th
Posters about a school influence students in choos ing that s choo l.
Q_SA

£.2A

21NO

�D J_SD

Course catalogs are important to students in making s chool cho ice .
1!f:SA

41.A §_NO LD .LSD

Vis it s from college personnel or student s to my school affect rrry
or rrry clas smat es ' s election of that s chool .
�SA

44A

lONO

LD Q_SD

Religion plays an important role in my choice of s chools .
J_SA

LA

21NO

JZ.D

15,SD

.50

South Dakota colleges are hotbeds of riot and dis sension
.Q_SA l_A

•

llNO JQD 41SD

High s chool events ( such as debate , music clinics , sports events ,
etc . ) held on a college campus influence my college choice .
18SA �A lJNO �D !±_SD
A wide variety of majors (areas of study ) at a college is
important to me .
1.2SA !t)A 1,2NO j_D ,LSD

A college graduate makes more money than a non- college graduate .
lOSA '£2.A

24NO �D LSD

It is important that a college have good , s af e dormitories .
26SA !±2A .Z...NO LD .Q_SD
It is important that a college have good athletic teams .

It is important that a . college have good physical edueation and
recreation facilities .
251.SA 44A j_NO LD £.SD
A college or university should be a place to do more than study .
Z::).SA .2.QA ]_NO l_D Q...S. D
It is important that a college have good liberal arts facilities ,
i . e . , mus ic , theater , speech , art , dramatics , etc .
20SA !:J:2A
Comments :

14NO £.D .Q_SD
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APPENDIX C
COMMENTS
Influences
News stories about a school's programs strongly influence
me as to whether or not I choose that school, but stories about
students do not influence me at all.
I can't really say that what I see on television or hear
in school really influenoes rrry college choice. Religion does
have a large part in my decision, and that is why I will probably
be attending a private college. Athletics are also important
to me, but I suppose not as important as other things.

The college I go to must have social activiti es as well
as excellent areas of study. I must agree that catalogs and
college personnel speald.ng to me is a big asset. A day in which
we seniors can examine colleges of our choice is also an asset.
A successful college has to do a lot of recruiting. I
enjoy seeing films, pamphlets, etc. , oh the S outh Dakota colleges
because college is a great financial i nvestment, and I want to be
sure the one I choose has something to offer me.
A college I choose has to offer an expansive background
in different things such as music, art, speech and dram.a , and
mar.w varied subjects for a well-rounded education. Extensive
sports programs do not add to a school, except in prestige and
school spirit. However, students should not neglect developing
their bodies as well as their minds.
The choice of school should be dependent on what the
student's main interest is; and also how well the school teaches
that subject; i . e., facilities, teachers, etc.
Perhaps an important question left out here is "why the
student picked the school he or she did."
On your questions about different things affecting my
choice of colleges, I answered disagree mainly because I want
to take forestry, and I know of only one school in the state
offering that subject to arry extent. If I were interested in
some other field of study, then I a.m sure that some of your
examples might influence my decision.
Since I have no brothers or sisters older than me who
have gone to college, I really don't know 1-vhat to expect.
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If I wer e to choos e a state s chool , SDSU would be my

choic e .
If it were an in- state private s chool , Augustana is
the b est in my opinion .
The money involved is not the most
important factor , and I don' t come from a wealthy family-- but
it ' s better to go to a good s choo l than to wa ste your money on
a cheaper one .

In s electing a college , I have been looking for s ome

parti cular programs which ar e unrelated to my main inter est .
I
have b een looking for programs in environmental st,udies , Nor
wegian , and piano .
I would like to go to a larger s choo l than
any of tho s e in South Dakota .
I am planning on going to
Mankato State to study medical t echnology.

If I were to choo s e now, it would b e Schoo l of Mines ,
b ecau s e of the type of choices that s chool offers .

College Nec es s ity
I don ' t know if I ' m sold on the idea of college yet .
To
me it s eems like an extremely advanc ed high s chool , only more
liberal .
Some p eople fit right in to that type of educat ion ,
but others don ' t .
College isn ' t for everyone .
There ar e only
three good colleges in S outh Dakota- - SDSU , USD and August ana .
As a s enior , I ' m st ill uncertain about c ollege ,

I

am

strongly c ons idering going for a year , then deciding if I want
The first year after high s chool graduation i s a lost
to go on .
year anyway , until you decide what you want to go into as a
career .
I don ' t b elieve a person needs a four-year colleg e degree
to suc ceed .

And , I b elieve the amount of money one makes is

dependent on the field he is in .

Vo cational S chools
I don ' t b elieve a complete c o llege education is nec essary
so I plan to attend a college that ,offers vo cationa l- type
If I decide to go on from there , I a lways can .
Blue
training .
collar workers are in more demand and higher paid than white
collar workers anyway .
I f e el if you know what you want to do and it ' s s omething
you ne ed s chooling for , you are better off going to a vo cational
s choo l than a colleg e .
I feel vocational s chools are very popular .
You can learn
a trade much faster and cheaper , and don ' t hav e t o . take courses
you are not interest ed in , such as c o llege s make you do .
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